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Research Data Management (RDM) and RDM competencies have become important during 2010s' and 2020s' because of s.c. eScience or eResearch with growing demands for data management (eResearch = digitization of the data and research process, multiplication of data and data platforms, increasing need for computing power and services, and networking and collaboration between researchers, institutions, disciplines and research support services). Because of the eResearch phenomenon with its' incentives for better data management, and the benefits of sound data management practices for research and society in general, big funders like NIH, NSF, Wellcome Trust, etc. began to require data management plans and recommend data sharing for the projects their funded. The target of this research project is to 1) find out the perceived importance of RDM competencies according to doctoral students and their supervisors, 2) find out current RDM competencies of doctoral students according to students themselves and according to their supervisors, and 3) develop a curriculum to meet the potential competency gap between perceived importance and current skills. The first phase of this research is literature review, the second phase is to conduct interviews with doctoral students, their supervisors and some biostatisticians, and the third phase is to build RDM Curriculum for doctoral students to meet the competency needs.
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Perceived importance of RDM and Current RDM Competencies of Doctoral Students

General description of data

What kinds of data are collected or reused?

Doctoral students are interviewed and asked about their research project, what kind of data they are collecting and managing, what are their data management principles, practices, needs, skills, trainings, etc.

Faculty members (supervisors with a few biostatisticians) are interviewed and asked about their students' data management practices, needs, skills, trainings, etc.

Faculty members and doctoral students are asked to evaluate importance of the RDM competencies / doctoral students' current RDM competencies.

Participants of BRDM Course (The Basics of Research Data Management, 3 ECT credit, UTUGS -courses 2019-2020) fill the evaluation form of perceived importance of RDM / their current RDM skills. Participants also fill module based feedback.

Participants of the BRDM 2020 Course return their personal DMP:s that they have prepared in the Course. PI analyses and assesses returned DMPs for to assess and develop the curriculum using criteria developed for this purpose by PI.

Teachers are asked feedback after BRDM 2020 Course. The feedback will be analysed.

Please find more accurate, updated and precise information of the data types and other specifications in the data table.

What file formats will the data be in?

Please find accurate, updated and precise information of the data types, formats, documentation and metadata, and other specifications in the data table.

Documentation and Quality

How will the data be documented?

CSV files that have been created in Webropol and REDCap software, have variables and descriptive metadata (Interview questions work as variables and description). Interview forms have been prepared in Webropol (2019) and REDCap (2020) and there are more descriptions in the forms concerning different data lifecycle stages. Different versions of the data (CSV files with interview data plus visualizations) are stored in Seafile during research process. Empty interview form will also be saved as pdf document. Answers to extra questions like other notes made by interviewer are first written down in Word document, after which the answers will be transferred to the same CSV files where the main questions and the answers of the interviewees are.

Research Diary will be kept in IOS Notes during the data collecting, processing, analysing, storing and preserving.

Readme.tab will be added in excel-files covering information of the:
- name of the researcher
- license
- name of the project
- description of the coded answers (scale of numerical answers) in interview form
- questions of the interview form

When preserving, excel files will be converted to csv-files and variable level metadata information will be written in readme.txt -files. Besides of variable level metadata, also study level metadata will be added (DDI in FSD repository; free keywords in Zenodo repository.

Please find more accurate, updated and precise information of the data types, formats, documentation and metadata, and other specifications in the data table.

How will the consistency and quality of data be controlled and documented?

I ask fixed questions in the same order from all the interviewees. Interviewees answer the questions and fill themselves the interview form during interview. Principal Investigator, with the help of research assistant, will transfer the answers to extra questions and other notes concerning the interview from word document to webropol / REDCap based excel sheet after every single interview. During transferring PI makes sure that all the information has been correctly and consistently coded.

There is a difference between the two questionnaires 1) Doctoral Students' and 2) Supervisors'. Likert scale goes from 1 to 5 in DS questionnaire, but from 2 to 6 in SV questionnaire. This difference in scales have been taken account and have been calibrated before getting results: We have converted supervisors' answers to go from 1 to 5 scale, before analysing answers (e.g through tables and visualisations).

The master files will be named and stored separately from modified and processed files. Besides in Webropol and REDCap, master files will be stored in their own folders in Seafile and My personal UTU Net Drive. Folders and Files will be named in a systematic way using acronyms, version IDs and dates, e.g. "Diss_Data_table_v02_2020_09".
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PI updates research diary in IOS Notes, e.g. marking down the decisions and methods concerning different phases of data processing and analysing.

**Storage and Backup**

**How will the data be stored and backed up?**

All the materials are stored in PI’s personal net-drive and back-upped regularly in Seafile (seafile.utu.fi) secured cloud service.

**How will you control access to keep the data secure?**

Access to net-drive is personal: Principal Investigator only. PI is the only one who is responsible for collecting, processing, storing, analysing and preserving the data. Access to Seafile, if needed, is granted individually by principal investigator. All data requires user ID and password.

**Ethics and Legal Compliance**

**How will ethical issues be managed?**

The interviews:

PI has described the research process, conducting interviews and target of the interviews in the beginning of the questionnaire (“Information on the research project and the interview”). The rights of the interviewees (e.g. participation is voluntary and interviewee can interrupt his/her participation any time) have also been told in the beginning of the questionnaire.

In questionnaires there is also included informed consent (“Confidentiality in the research publication and in the research data. Preservation and potential reuse of the research data”) in which interviewees are told e.g., how the interview data (answers to questions) will be processed, that all the identifiable data will be deleted, and only statues (doctoral student, supervisor or biostatistician) of the interviewees will be told. There is also told the long term preservation repository, where the data will be preserved after the project, to what purposes the research data can be utilised after this research project, etc.

Before interview we go all the afore mentioned details through together with the interviewee, after which he/she can either accept it as such, or (s)he can accept it with certain conditions that (s)he want to define.

The above chapters (“Information on the research project and the interview” and “Confidentiality in the research publication and in the research data. Preservation and potential reuse of the research data”) have been read and accepted by Head of the Legal Services of University of Turku.

Basics of Research Data Management (BRDM)-course:

PI will conduct pre survey and after survey before and after the course in 2019, and after survey in 2020, in which participants are asked to fill their evaluation of the importance / skills concerning different stages of research data management (RDM). Survey is anonymous and voluntary: PI only ask their study programme and their faculty, so there will not be created any kind of registry of personal information. I have asked the data security officer of the University of Turku read and comment our survey questionnaire and she has approved it.

In Teacher survey (after BRDM 2020 Course) I ask the name of the teacher. The basis for the handling of the personal information is scientific research. I have asked permission to share the anonymised data from the participants of the survey. See the privacy notice.

I don't handle sensitive information in this research project, so there is no need to risk analysis.

PI is the data controller.

Please find more accurate, updated and precise information of the data types, formats, documentation and metadata, ethics and privacy, and other specifications in the data table.

**How will ownership, copyright and Intellectual Property Right (IPR) issues be managed?**

Principal Investigator (Jukka Rantasari) is the owner of the above described data.

Please find more accurate, updated and precise information of the data types, formats, documentation and metadata, ethics and privacy, ownership, and other specifications in the data table.

**Data Sharing and Long-Term Preservation**

**How, when, where and to whom will the data be made available?**

Anonymised research data sets will be preserved and made accessible in FSD and Zenodo, after each article, where applied, and after the research project, in more full format. Before preservation I will go carefully through all the data (CSV files) and anonymise the data. Metadata will be DDI in FSD, and readme.csv/txt files in Zenodo. Concerning the data sets, that cannot be shared,please check the data table.
How and where will data with long-term value be made available?

The CSV files, which contain answers to research questions, additional questions and metadata (readme tab) and which are created by Webropol or REDCap and supplemented by interviewers will be archived and shared (CC BY 4.0) for studying, teaching and research purposes on Finnish Social Sciences Data Archive (FSD) in Tampere and in Zenodo repository. Please find more accurate, updated and precise information of the data types, formats, documentation and metadata, ethics and privacy, preserving, sharing, and other specifications in the data table.

Have you estimated costs in time and effort for preparing the data for preservation and sharing?

The data will be documented, metadated and curated all the time during the research process, so it's hard to separate, which part of the process is preparing data for preservation and sharing, which is e.g. processing and analysing the data to get good quality results. Taking care of data, which is called data curation, is natural and essential part of the sound research process to get the coherent and good quality results. How could we otherwise have reliable results?